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persons in adult life, and these pledges were registered, and the
persons carefully visited and looked after"
But most dramatic of the effects of this campaign was
the fact that two public-houses, through loss of cus-
tomers, were forced upon the market, one being the
"Edinburgh Castle".
Prior to the Tent Services, "The Castle" had been visited
by Samuel Morley, Annie Macpherson and Dr. Barnardo;
they discovered "a flaming gin-palace, with well-lighted and
attractive frontage", to the rear of which was "a music-hall
of the most unenviable reputation". Barnardo's impression
of the visit reads: "The scene that met our eyes burned
itself deep upon the memories of all three. Both bar and
music-hall were crowded, chiefly with young men and
women. A roaring drink-trade was going on, and on the
stage songs were being sung which won applause in strict
proportion to the filthy doubles entendres and questionable
gestures with which they were plentifully besprinkled.
Round the room were statues of the nude, which I
suppose would be considered all the more artistic in
that they were disgusting to decent people ... we were
in the presence of a demoralizing agency of the worst
description."
When, as a result of the Tent Revival, most "bar cus-
tomers" at the "Edinburgh Castle" were drawn away, and the
music-hall was practically empty, Barnardo felt that his
campaign had been providentially led; but when this whole
property was forced on the market, he seemed to see clearly
the hand of God beckoning him to "go in and possess the
land". Accordingly he lost not a moment in challenging
"the Lord's stewards" to join with him in capturing this
stronghold of iniquity for the service of Christ. A letter to
The Christian runs, in part, thus:
"As one result of the Tent Services, two large public-houses immediately
adjoining are for sale, one being quite closed. The other is a splendid
house, containing eighteen rooms: a large, well-ventilated apartment

